Ford escort zx2 manual transmission

Sharing its name with the third-generation European Ford Escort , the model line is the first
front-wheel drive Ford developed and sold in North America. Overcoming the tarnished
reputation for quality and safety established by the fuel tank defect of the Pinto, the Escort
became highly successful in the American marketplace. After , the model line became the
best-selling car in the United States, a position it held during most of the s. The replacement of
the Pinto by the Escort was the first Ford model line to adapt front-wheel drive. The Escort was
produced across three generations. Introduced for , the second generation became a near-twin
of the Mazda-designed Ford Laser a model line sold in Asia and Oceania ; sharing a platform
and powertrain with the Mazda , the Escort grew into the compact car segment. The second
generation was also sold as the Mercury Tracer. For , the third generation was an extensive
redesign of the second-generation platform Escort sedan, introducing the ZX2 coupe; Mercury
continued to sell the Tracer sedan and wagon. For the model year, the Ford Focus succeeded
the Escort as the compact model line as a new-generation "world car"; after the model year, the
Escort shifted primarily to fleet sales, ending production after the model year. The first North
American Escort went on sale on October 3, , for the model year, along with its corporate twin,
the Mercury Lynx. The Escort was available with an "SS" package that included blacked-out
trim, a special stripe and decal package, upgraded brakes, and wider tires. The car was
freshened in , and added Ford's blue oval logo for the first time along with a new grille. In March
an HO high output version of the engine was added, originally only in the EXP and with an
automatic transmission, but soon thereafter available with a manual and also in the sporting
Escort GT which had replaced the SS. In addition to the HO engine, the GT featured cosmetic
changes such as "GT" emblems and stripes, while under the shell there were uprated brakes
and a close-ratio four-speed gearbox. For , the GLX model was dropped and replaced with a
fuel-injected LX model, available as a five-door hatchback or wagon, with a GT engine, blackout
trim, and styled cast aluminum wheels. The interior received a new dashboard, and new rubber
shift boots for manual models; automatic models received new gear selector levers with
straight lines for gear selection instead of the twisting "? Although the basic silhouette was the
same, it was almost completely different from the European version, apart from the Ford CVH
engine. There was a 1. It also came with a five-speed transmission, TRX handling package, front
and rear spoilers, metric-sized alloy wheels and fog lights. Also beginning with the model year,
the Ford EXP received the option of the turbocharged 1. GT models featured high output
engines with revised intake manifolds, cylinder heads and real headers available only with
manual transmissions. The Lynx was retired for , but was replaced by the Mazda -derived
"Tracer" model. This Mazda platform was revamped in and debuted as the Mazda Protege. The
Escort saw another minor facelift in mid, which smoothed out the front and rear fascias.
Three-door hatchback models had curving windowlines along the sides towards the rear of the
cars. The engine was also updated with a slightly revised camshaft and roller lifters. The new
design is commonly referred to as the " Finding some popularity during the final three years of
this generation was the Pony model, which was the least-expensive U. Pony models used
plainer interior trim with greater use of vinyl and plastic instead of cloth, and four-speed manual
transaxles were standard, although buyers could opt for the five-speed found in LX models or
the three-speed ATX automatic. The Mercury Lynx is the Escort's twin. Although the Escort was
now essentially a twin of the Laser instead of the European Escort, it kept the Escort name in
North America due to strong brand equity as well as Chrysler already using the Laser name on
the Plymouth equivalent of the Mitsubishi Eclipse. The prior Escort used localized engines and
shared some elements of design with the European model. The Escort for the s, however, was
almost identical to the Ford Laser and its derivatives, with minor differences in appearance and
base engine. While the Laser featured identical powertrains to the Mazda Familia , the Escort
carried over the 1. Much of the external styling mimicked the first generation Ford Taurus. This
generation of the Escort was one of the first Ford automobiles to feature, on the 1. It also
featured a new electronically controlled four-speed automatic transmission, as well as an
independent rear suspension, both at the time relatively uncommon in cars in this class. The
Mazda-based model sold sluggishly in America at first, since only hatchback models were
offered upon its launch, but became popular later by , after the sedan was introduced, available
in either LX or LX-E trim levels. For the â€” model years, Ford offered the Escort on a "one
price" basis, with the same price for a three- or five-door hatchback, a sedan or a wagon when
equipped with the most popular options three-doors quickly added alloy wheels to the "one
price" specification. The Pony departed in , replaced by the "standard" trim level. The LX and
standard or Pony were equipped with the 1. The Pony or later standard was the base trim level,
lacking most features like power steering or a radio. The LX was the upscale trim level, and a
sport package could be added to make it look like a GT. Subtle differences can be noticed in all
three Escort models sedan, hatchback and wagon from to In , the grill oval hall around the

"Ford" emblem became a little larger in order to allow more air to enter under the hood to cool
the engine. A driver's airbag was introduced in as well, and by , both driver and passenger
airbags were standard with the redesigned dash for the model year. The restyle dropped the
hatchbacks and added a new sporty coupe for the model year. The ZX2 was a much lower-slung
and rakish car than both the Escort sedan and wagon, aimed squarely at the youth market as a
replacement for the Escort GT although lacking the its rear disc brake setup and was built
exclusively at Ford's Hermosillo, Sonora , Mexico, assembly plant. The interior was refreshed
for , and the model was retired after It had a completely redesigned dashboard, and included a
panel that unified the heat and radio controls, similar to that of the third generation Ford Taurus.
The Escort ZX2 coupe featured the 2. Intended for use as the base engine in the larger European
Ford Mondeo and its American cousins, the Ford Contour and Mercury Mystique , the Zetec
gave the ZX2 respectable performance, running 0â€”60 mph in 7. There are subtle differences in
the Escort sedan from to For , the reverse lights were moved into the same piece as the tail
lamps; they were previously below the tail lamp on the body. It was offered in The Escort was
offered in a "sport" package as well. The Mercury Tracer's version was called the "Trio" or
"Sport" depending on the year. A basketweave type of wheel was put on the Tracer Trio while a
flower petal pattern was used on the Tracer Sport. The Escort wagon largely retained the same
body style, gaining only the new interior, front end and fascia, side-view mirrors, door handles,
badging, and slightly restyled taillamps and reflectors. The black window frames on the doors
of some models became body-colored. Both the Escort wagon and the Mercury Tracer sedan
and wagon were discontinued after The Escort sedan was discontinued in , but continued to be
sold as fleet and rental cars only. It was replaced by the Ford Focus [ citation needed ]. The last
Ford Escort rolled off the assembly line on February 20, The last ZX2 rolled off the assembly
line on March 21, In Mexico, it was replaced by the smaller Ford Ikon. For , the four-door sedan
was limited to fleet sales only and the Escort moniker on the Escort ZX2 was quietly dropped,
making the car officially just a two-door notchback coupe. The Ford Focus debuted in in the U.
Though the two cars share the same Zetec engine, there are a few differences. Thanks to better
gearing and less weight, the ZX2 continued to outperform the Focus. Production ceased at the
end of the model year. The suspension bushings were not installed at the factory but instead
packaged with the car for installation at the dealership. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Instrumentation The lamp will also illuminate when the ignition key is turned to ON and the
engine is off. Page 8 Instrumentation position to check the bulb. The light may illuminate
without a driveability concern being noted. The vehicle will usually be drivable and will not
require towing. Page 9 additional vehicle service is required. If the Service Engine Soon light
remains on, have your vehicle serviced at the first available opportunity. Light is blinking:
Engine misfire is occurring which could damage your catalytic converter. You should drive in a
moderate fashion avoid heavy acceleration and deceleration and have your vehicle serviced at

the Page 10 Instrumentation Brake system warning Momentarily illuminates when the ignition is
turned ON and the engine is off. Illumination after releasing the parking brake indicates low
brake fluid level. Anti-lock brake system ABS If equipped Momentarily illuminates when the
ignition is turned on and the Page 11 Instrumentation Charging system Momentarily illuminates
when the ignition is turned ON and the engine is off. The light also illuminates when the battery
is not charging properly, requiring electrical system service. Engine oil pressure Illuminates
when the oil pressure falls below the normal range. Switch off the engine immediately. Page 12
Instrumentation For information on the safety belt warning chime, refer to the Seating and
safety restraints chapter. Page 14 Instrumentation Fuel gauge Displays approximately how
much fuel is in the fuel tank when the key is in the ON position. The fuel gauge may vary slightly
when the vehicle is in motion. The ignition should be in the OFF position while the vehicle is
being refueled. Page Trip Odometer Speedometer Indicates the current vehicle speed. Odometer
Registers the total kilometers miles of the vehicle. Trip odometer Registers the kilometers miles
of individual journeys. To reset, depress the control. Page 16 Instrumentation Tachometer if
equipped Indicates the engine speed in revolutions per minute. Rotate left to brighten. Rotate
right to dim. Select L to adjust the left mirror or R to adjust the right mirror. Temperature control
knob Controls the temperature of the airflow inside the vehicle. On heater-only systems, the air
cannot be cooled below the outside temperature. Mode selector control Controls the direction
of the airflow to the inside of the vehicle. Page 20 Controls and features ducts. It can be used to
clear ice or fog from the windshield. Operating tips In humid weather, select before driving. This
will help to prevent your windshield from fogging. After a few minutes, select any desired
position. Page 21 Controls and features Manual heating and air conditioning system if equipped
Fan speed control Controls the volume of air circulated in the vehicle. Page 22 Controls and
features even after you have stopped the vehicle. Page 23 Controls and features through the
instrument panel registers and the floor ducts. Heating and air conditioning capabilities are
provided in this mode. For added customer comfort, when the temperature control knob is
anywhere in between the full hot and full cold positions, the air distributed through the floor
ducts will be slightly warmer Page 24 Controls and features -Distributes outside air through the
windshield defroster ducts. Page 25 Then operate your air conditioner as you would normally.
When placing objects on top of your instrument panel, be careful to not place them over the
defroster outlets. These objects can block airflow and reduce your ability to see through your
windshield. Also, avoid placing small objects on top of your instrument panel. LOCK, locks the
steering wheel, gearshift lever automatic transaxle only and allows key removal. On vehicles
with a manual transaxle push the key in while turning to lock. Turn on your headlamps at dusk.
Failure to do so may result in a collision. High beams Push forward to activate. Flash to pass
Pull toward you to activate and release to deactivate. Do not use the speed control in heavy
traffic or on roads that are winding, slippery, or unpaved. Once speed control is switched off,
the previously programmed set speed will be erased. This is normal. Each press will decrease
the set speed by 1. Page 32 Controls and features To disengage speed control Depress the
brake pedal or Depress the clutch pedal if equipped Disengaging the speed control will not
erase the previously programmed set speed. Pressing OFF will erase the previously
programmed set speed. For low speed wiping, move the control down two positions. For high
speed wiping, move the control down three positions. The dome lamp will stay on if the control
is moved to the ON position. When the control is moved to the DOOR position, the lamp will
only come on if a door is opened. Press the top portion of the rocker switch to close. Controls
and features Page 38 Controls and features Press the bottom portion of the rocker switch to
open. Express down To make the driver window open fully without holding the window control,
press the driver window control completely down and release quickly. Depress again to stop
window operation. Page 40 Controls and features The all-door remote entry system allows you
to: lock or unlock all vehicle doors without a key. For more information on the anti-theft system,
refer to Anti-theft system in this chapter. Page 41 Controls and features Locking the doors
Press this control to lock all doors and liftgate on wagons. To confirm doors are closed and
locked, press the lock control a second time within five seconds. Page 42 Controls and features
Sounding a panic alarm Press this control to activate the alarm. Page 43 1. Twist a thin coin
between the two halves of the transmitter. Refer to the diagram inside the transmitter unit. Page
44 Controls and features All transmitters must be programmed at the same time. The lamps will
illuminate for approximately 20 seconds or until the key is inserted in the ignition and turned to
ON or until LOCK is pressed. Page 45 If the system is arming with the doors open, the THEFT
light will stay illuminated until all the doors are closed and then illuminate for 30 seconds and
begin flashing. When an unauthorized entry occurs, the activated system will: flash the parking
lamps and the THEFT light sound the horn The flashing parklamps and the Page 46 Controls
and features Disarming a triggered anti-theft system Press either the unlock or panic control to

disarm the system. Push control to lower head restraint. Do not pile cargo higher than the
seatbacks to avoid injuring people in a collision or sudden stop. Page 48 Seating and safety
restraints Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low
across the hips. Lift handle to move seat forward or backward. Pull lever up to adjust seatback.
Page 49 Driver seat memory recliner if equipped Pull control to adjust seatback. To retain
selected seatback position, release seatback by moving memory recliner control forward to
release seatback. Push seatback rearward until the seatback latches. This will be the first
position selected. Seating and safety restraints Page 50 Seating and safety restraints Folding
rear seats if equipped Folding down the rear seats If your vehicle is equipped with a built-in
child seat, the seatback cannot be folded down unless the built-in child seat is fully stowed. See
Built-in child seats in this chapter for more information. To prevent the risk of injury, make sure
children sit where they can be properly restrained. Never let a passenger hold a child on his or
her lap while the vehicle is moving. Page 52 Seating and safety restraints Each seating position
in your vehicle has a specific safety belt assembly which is made up of one buckle and one
tongue that are designed to be used as a pair. Page 53 2. To unfasten, push the red release
button and remove the tongue from the buckle. The front and rear outboard safety restraints in
the vehicle are combination lap and shoulder belts. The front and rear seat passenger outboard
safety belts have two types of locking modes described below: Automatic locking mode Page
54 Seating and safety restraints How to use the automatic locking mode Buckle the combination
lap and shoulder belt. Grasp the shoulder portion and pull downward until the entire belt is
extracted. Allow the belt to retract. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. Page 55
Front safety belt height adjustment Your vehicle has safety belt height adjustments for the
driver and front passenger. Adjust the height of the shoulder belt so the belt rests across the
middle of your shoulder. To lower the shoulder belt height, push the button and slide the height
control down. Page 56 Seating and safety restraints Insert the tongue into the correct buckle. To
lengthen the belt, turn the tongue at a right angle to the belt and pull across your lap until it
reaches the buckle. To tighten the belt, pull the loose end of the belt through the tongue until it
fits snugly across the hips. Page 57 belt extension only if the safety belt is too short for you
when fully extended. Do not use extensions to change the fit of the shoulder belt across the
torso. Safety belt warning light and indicator chime The seat belt warning light illuminates in the
instrument cluster and a chime sounds to remind the occupants to fasten Page 58 if equipped ,
child safety seat tether bracket assemblies if equipped , and attaching hardware, should be
inspected after a collision. Ford recommends that all safety belt assemblies used in vehicles
involved in a collision be replaced. However, if the collision was minor Page 59 Important
supplemental restraint system SRS precautions The supplemental restraint system is designed
to: work with the safety belt to protect the driver and right front passenger reduce certain upper
body injuries Failure to follow these instructions will affect the performance of the safety belts
and increase the risk of personal injury. See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Children and
air bags For additional important safety information, read all information on safety restraints in
this guide. Page 61 How does the air bag supplemental restraint system work? The SRS is
designed to activate when the vehicle sustains sufficient longitudinal deceleration. The fact that
the air bags did not inflate in a collision does not mean that something is wrong with the
system. Page 62 Seating and safety restraints If the air bag is inflated, the air bag will not
function again and must be replaced immediately. If the air bag is not replaced, the unrepaired
area will increase the risk of injury in a collision. The SRS consists of: driver and passenger air
bag modules which include the Page 63 A difficulty with the system is indicated by one or more
of the following: The readiness light will either flash or stay lit. The readiness light will not
illuminate immediately after ignition is turned on. A series of five beeps will be heard. Page 64
Seating and safety restraints them in safety seats made especially for children. Check your local
and state or provincial laws for specific requirements regarding the safety of children in your
vehicle. Page 65 To improve the fit of lap and shoulder belts on children who have outgrown
child safety seats, Ford recommends use of a belt-positioning booster seat that is labelled as
conforming to all Federal motor vehicle safety standards. Page 66 Put the safety belt in the
automatic locking mode. Refer to Automatic locking mode. Ford recommends the use of a child
safety seat having a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating position which is
capable of providing a tether anchorage. Page 67 Attaching safety seats with tether straps. If
you do not install and use the safety seat properly, the child may be injured in a sudden stop or
collision. Page 68 Seating and safety restraints 2. Pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp
the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Page 69 Seating and safety restraints 5. To put the
retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull
downward until all of the belt is extracted and a click is heard. The belt will click as it retracts to
indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Page 70 Tether anchorage hardware kits part

number D74 including instructions, may be obtained at no charge from any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer. All vehicles built for sale in Canada include a tether anchor hardware
kit. Be sure to follow the child safety Page 71 Tether anchorage hardware kits including
instructions, may be obtained at no charge from any Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Page 72
Seating and safety restraints Tighten the anchor according to specifications. Otherwise, the
safety seat may not be properly secured and the child may be injured in a sudden stop or
collision. Install the child safety seat in the rear right, rear left or rear center seat position. This
child seat conforms to all Federal and local motor vehicle safety standards. Read the labels
located on the child seat cushion and shoulder belt for information on the built-in child seat.
Never use the Built-In Child Seat as a booster cushion with the adult safety Page 75 Seating and
safety restraints 3. Read all information and warnings on the child seat cushion and shoulder
safety belt. Make sure the child is not too large for the child seat. If connected, squeeze the top
and the bottom of the right half of the chest clip and pull to separate both halves. Page 76
Seating and safety restraints 6. Insert other tongue. The color green must appear in the
indicator window on the crotch safety belt buckle when buckled. Page 77 Seating and safety
restraints 7. The color green must appear in the indicator window when fastened. Page 78
Seating and safety restraints Removing your child from the built-in child seat 1. Squeeze the
tabs on the top and the bottom of the chest clip and pull the halves apart to open the chest clip.
Press the release button on the crotch safety belt buckle. Page 79 Interlocks and attaching
hardware should be inspected by a qualified technician after any collision. If the child seat was
in use during a collision, Ford recommends replacing it. Built-in child restraints not in use
during a collision should be inspected and replaced if either damage or improper operation is
noted. This system meets all Canadian Interference-Causing Equipment standard requirements
regulating the impulse electrical field strength of radio noise. When starting a fuel-injected
engine, avoid pressing the accelerator before or during starting. Page 81 Do not start your
vehicle in a closed garage or in other enclosed areas. Exhaust fumes can be toxic. Always open
the garage door before you start the engine. See Guarding against exhaust fumes in this
chapter for more instructions. If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer
inspect your vehicle Page 82 Starting Make sure the parking brake is set. Make sure the
gearshift is in P Park. If starting a vehicle with a manual transaxle: Make sure the parking brake
is set. Page 83 Push the clutch pedal to the floor. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle
serviced. Turn the key to 4 START without pressing the accelerator pedal and release as soon
as the engine starts. The key will return to 3 ON. Page 85 For best results, plug the heater in at
least three hours before starting the vehicle. Using the heater for longer than three hours will
not harm the engine, so the heater can be plugged in the night before starting the vehicle. To
prevent electrical shock, do not use your heater with ungrounded Page 86 Starting Important
ventilating information If the engine is idling while the vehicle is stopped in an open area for
long periods of time, open the windows at least 2. Adjust the heating or air conditioning if
equipped to bring in fresh air. In normal operation, automotive brake systems may emit
occasional or intermittent squeal or groan noises when the brakes are applied. Page 88 Driving
vehicle has continuous vibration or shudder while braking, felt mainly in the steering wheel, the
vehicle most likely needs service. The ABS operates by detecting the onset of wheel lock up
during brake applications and compensating for this tendency. The front wheels are prevented
from locking even when the brakes are firmly applied. Page 89 enable you to avoid obstacles
and bring the vehicle to a controlled stop. We recommend that you familiarize yourself with this
braking technique. However, avoid taking any unnecessary risks. Parking brake Apply the
parking brake whenever the vehicle is parked. To set the parking brake, pull the handle up. Page
90 Driving Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is securely
latched in P Park automatic transaxle or in 1 First manual transaxle. Push the control on the end
of the parking brake and push the handle down to release the brake. Page 91 2. Hold down the
brake pedal. Depress the clutch pedal. Release the brake pedal, then slowly release the clutch
pedal while pressing down slowly on the accelerator pedal. Page 92 Driving Upshifts when
cruising recommended for best fuel economy Parking your vehicle 1. Apply the brake and shift
into the neutral position. Set the parking brake. Shift into 1 First. Turn engine off and remove the
key. Do not park your vehicle in Neutral, it may move unexpectedly and injure someone. Use 1
First gear and set the parking brake fully. Reverse Make sure that your vehicle is at a complete
stop before you shift into R Reverse. Page 94 Driving into R Reverse when you downshift from 5
Fifth. Automatic transaxle if equipped Hold the brake pedal down while you move the gearshift
lever from position to position. If you do not hold the brake pedal down, your vehicle may move
unexpectedly and injure someone. You should always come to a complete stop before shifting
in and out of R Reverse. N Neutral With the gearshift in the N Neutral position, the vehicle can
be started and is free to roll. Page 96 Driving Overdrive The overdrive position is the normal

driving position for an automatic overdrive transaxle. It works the same way as D Drive but
shifts to a fourth gear-an overdrive gear-when your vehicle cruises at a constant speed for any
length of time. The automatic transaxle will shift into the proper gear to ascend any grade
without any need to shift to L Low. Page 98 Driving Base Curb Weight: Weight of the vehicle
including any standard equipment, fluids, lubricants, etc. It does not include passengers or
aftermarket equipment. Payload: Combined maximum allowable weight of cargo, passengers
and optional equipment. The payload equals the gross vehicle weight rating minus base curb
weight. Page Hitches Do not use hitches that clamp onto the vehicle bumper. Use a load
carrying hitch. Page Driving dealer or trailer rental agency for proper instructions and
equipment for hooking up trailer lamps. Speed control may shut off if you are towing on long,
steep grades. After you have traveled 80 km 50 miles , thoroughly check your hitch, electrical
connections and trailer wheel lug nuts. When stopped in traffic for long periods of time in hot
weather, place the gearshift in P Park and increase idle speed. The hazard flashers can be
operated when the ignition is off. Slide the hazard flasher control to the right to activate the
hazard flashers simultaneously. Page Roadside emergencies If your vehicle is a coupe, the fuel
pump shut-off switch is located on the right side of the trunk behind the trunk liner. Blown fuses
are identified by a broken wire within the fuse. Check the appropriate fuses before replacing any
electrical components. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating.
Window C. Page Roadside emergencies Temporary spare tire information The temporary spare
tire for your vehicle is labeled as such. It is smaller than a regular tire and is designed for
emergency use only. If you use the temporary spare tire continuously or do not follow these
precautions, the tire could fail, causing you to lose control of the vehicle, Page use the wheel
for any other type of vehicle Tire change procedure 1. Park on a level surface, activate hazard
flashers and set the parking brake. When one of the front wheels is off the ground, the transaxle
alone will not prevent the vehicle from moving or slipping off the jack, even if the vehicle is in P
Park Page Roadside emergencies block the diagonally opposite wheel. Automatic Manual 3.
Remove the jack, jack handle and spare tire. Page Roadside emergencies 4. Loosen each wheel
lug nut one-half turn counterclockwise but do not remove them until the wheel is raised off the
ground. Put the jack in the jack notch next to the door of the tire you are changing. Page
Roadside emergencies 9. Remove the jack and fully tighten the lug nuts in the order shown. Put
flat tire, jack and lug wrench away. Make sure the jack is fastened so it does not rattle when you
drive. Unblock the wheels. Page 2. Park the booster vehicle close to the hood of the disabled
vehicle making sure they do not touch. Set the parking brake on both vehicles and stay clear of
the engine cooling fan and other moving parts. Page Roadside emergencies 5. Make sure that
the jump leads are clear of moving parts of the engine. Do not connect the end of the second
cable to the negative - terminal of the battery to be jumped. A spark may cause an explosion of
the gases that surround the battery. Page When calling for a tow truck, tell the operator what
kind of vehicle you have. A towing manual is available from Ford Motor Company for all
authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck driver refer to this manual for proper
hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Your vehicle cannot be flat towed with all
wheels on the ground. If your vehicle requires professional service, your dealership can provide
necessary parts and service. Page Maintenance and care Do not work on a vehicle with the
engine running in an enclosed space, unless you are sure you have enough ventilation. Keep all
lit cigarettes, open flames and other lit material away from the battery and all fuel related parts.
Page ensure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park. Turn off the engine and remove the key.
Block the wheels to prevent the vehicle from moving unexpectedly. Manual transaxle: 1. Set the
parking brake, Maintenance and care Page Maintenance and care depress the clutch and place
the gearshift in 1 First. Working with the engine on Automatic transaxle: 1. Do not start your
engine with the air cleaner removed and do not remove it while the engine is running. Page
Maintenance and care depress the clutch and place the gearshift in N Neutral. Page
Maintenance and care 3. Lift the hood and secure it with the prop rod. Engine oil dipstick 2.
Brake fluid reservoir 3. Transmission fluid dipstick automatic transaxle only 4. Battery 5. Air
filter assembly 6. Engine oil fill cap 7. Power steering fluid reservoir 8. Page Maintenance and
care 2. Transmission fluid dipstick automatic transaxle only 2. Battery 3. Air filter assembly 4.
Engine oil fill cap 5. Engine oil dipstick 6. Power steering fluid reservoir 7. Engine coolant
reservoir 8. Windshield washer fluid reservoir 9. Make sure the vehicle is on level ground. Turn
the engine off and wait a few minutes for the oil to drain into the oil pan. Wipe the indicator
clean. Insert the indicator fully, then remove it again. Engine oil recommendations Look for this
certification mark. Page Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for
added engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford
material and design specifications, startup engine noises or knock may be experienced. Page
Visually inspect the fluid level. If necessary, add brake fluid until the level reaches MAX. Do not

fill above this line. Use only a DOT 3 brake fluid certified to meet Ford specifications. Refer to
Lubricant specifications in the Capacities and specifications chapter. During normal operation,
the fluid level in the brake fluid reservoir will rise slowly. Be sure to read and understand
Precautions when servicing your vehicle in this chapter. If the engine coolant has not been
checked for a long period of time, the engine coolant reservoir may eventually empty. Page to
Adding engine coolant in this chapter. Automotive fluids are not interchangeable; do not use
engine coolant, antifreeze or windshield washer fluid outside of its specified function and
vehicle location. Adding engine coolant Do not put engine coolant in the container for the
windshield washer fluid. Ford Premium Engine Coolant is an optimized formula that will protect
all metals and rubber elastomers used in Ford cooling systems for four years or 80, km 50,
miles. Do not use alcohol or methanol antifreeze or any engine coolants mixed with alcohol or
methanol antifreeze. Page Ford and Lincoln-Mercury dealers use recycled engine coolant
produced by Ford-approved processes. Not all coolant recycling processes produce coolant
which meets Ford specification ESE-M97B44â€”A, and use of such coolant may harm engine
and cooling system components. Always dispose of used automotive fluids in a responsible
manner. Page Maintenance and care such that the coolant will not freeze at the temperature
level in which you drive during winter months. While the engine idles, turn the steering wheel
left and right several times. Turn the engine off. Check the fluid level in the reservoir. Page
Maintenance and care fluid at least twice a year. The fluid level should be checked if the
transmission is not working properly, i. Page Maintenance and care 6. Remove the dipstick and
inspect the fluid level. The fluid level should be between the notches on the dipstick. If
necessary, add fluid in. Page Maintenance and care tap water to the battery, as long as you do
not use hard water water with a high alkali content. If possible, however, try to only fill the
battery cells with distilled water. If the battery needs water often, have the charging system
checked. Page neutral position manual transaxles , turn off all accessories and start the vehicle.
Let the engine idle for at least one minute. The relearning process will automatically complete
as you drive the vehicle. If you do not allow the engine to relearn its idle, the idle quality of your
vehicle may be adversely affected until the idle is Page Maintenance and care AIR FILTER To
replace your air filter, release the clamp locking clip on the front portion of the air filter housing,
then swing the left side open and remove the air filter. When installing the air filter, ensure the
nubs on the air filter and the air filter housing are aligned. Page Maintenance and care make
replacing the wipers easy, turn the ignition to ACC, then turn the wipers on. When the wipers
reach the vertical position, turn the ignition to LOCK. To replace the wiper blades: 1. Pull the
wiper arm away from the windshield and lock into the service position. Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford to give
you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it.
Treadwear The treadwear grade is a Page The traction grade assigned to this tire is based on
braking straight ahead traction tests and does not include cornering turning traction. Check the
tire pressure when tires are cold, after the vehicle has been parked for at least one hour or has
been driven less than 5 km 3 miles. Page Four tire rotation Replacing the tires Replace the tires
when the wear band is visible through the tire treads. Failure to follow these precautions may
adversely affect the handling of the vehicle and make it easier to lose control and roll over. The
tires on your vehicle have all weather treads to provide traction in rain and snow. However, in
some climates, you may need to use snow tires and chains. Page Remove the tire chains when
they are no longer needed. Do not use tire chains on dry roads. The suspension insulation and
bumpers will help prevent vehicle damage. Do not remove these components from your vehicle
when using snow tires and chains. Page Maintenance and care Observe the following
guidelines when handling automotive fuel: Extinguish all smoking materials and any open
flames before fueling your vehicle. Always turn off the vehicle before fueling. Automotive fuels
can be harmful or fatal if swallowed. If fuel is swallowed, call a physician immediately, even if no
symptoms are immediately Page Maintenance and care Your vehicle was not designed to use
fuel or fuel additives with metallic compounds, including manganese-based compounds
containing MMT. Vehicles certified to California emission standards indicated on the underhood
Vehicle Emissions Control Information label are designed to operate on California reformulated
gasolines. Page Maintenance and care affect on modern powertrain components. You may need
to crank the engine several times before the system starts to pump fuel from the tank to the
engine. If you run out of fuel, your Service Engine Soon light may come on. If other than Ford,
Motorcraft or Ford authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for service of
components affecting Page Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry grass or other dry
ground cover. The emission system heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system,
which can start a fire. Page Once started, do not turn off the engine until the above driving cycle
is complete. Page Maintenance and care Sedan Wagon Coupe Hazard flashers Interior overhead

lamps Do not remove lamp bulbs unless they will be replaced immediately. If a bulb is removed
for an extended period of time, contaminants may enter the lamp housings and affect
performance. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass; the oil from
your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time that the headlamps are operated. Remove
the protective dust shield from the housing by turning the dust shield counterclockwise when
viewed from the rear. Disconnect the electrical connector from the bulb by pulling it straight
out. Remove the bulb retaining ring by rotating it counterclockwise when viewed from the rear.
Page Maintenance and care Replace the protective dust shield and lock the shield by rotating it
clockwise until it locks into position. Reconnect the headlamp wiring socket to the in-line
connector. Foglamps if equipped To change the foglamp bulbs: 1. Page Maintenance and care
Coupe Sedan Wagon 1. Remove the push pins and cover from the package tray. Detach the
socket from the housing and remove the bulb. Replace the bulb and ease the socket back into
the housing. Page Maintenance and care 4. Replace the housing cover and secure with the push
pins. Follow the same steps to replace either bulb. Page Maintenance and care Wagon 1. Open
trunk to expose the tail lamp assembly. Remove the two screws from the front of the lamp. The
tail lamp has hidden fasteners which can be disengaged by hitting the lamp, with the side of
your hand, toward the side of the vehicle. Page Maintenance and care License plate lamps To
change the license plate bulbs: 1. Carefully remove screws and pull the license plate lamp
assembly from the rear bumper. Carefully pull the lamp lens from the assembly. Remove the
bulb to be replaced and install a new bulb. Page Maintenance and care included in the vertical
indication. Therefore, vertical and horizontal headlamp adjustment should be performed only
when the beam direction appears to be incorrect. You will need one 4 mm wrench or socket with
ratchet to make the adjustments. Page Maintenance and care headlamp refer to the directional
change left or right of the horizontal aim. Page Repeat the above process to the other headlamp,
if necessary. Washing your vehicle Wash your vehicle regularly with cold or lukewarm water.
Never use strong detergents or soap. Page Repairing paint chips Minor scratches or paint
damage from road debris may be repaired with touch-up, paint repair foil or aerosol paint spray
from the Ford accessory line. Observe the application instructions on the products. Remove
particles such as bird Page high pressure fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause
damage. Do not spray with cold water to avoid cracking the engine block or other engine
components. Cover the highlighted areas to prevent water damage when cleaning the engine.
Never wash or rinse the engine while it is running; Page Maintenance and care Cleaning the
exterior lamps Wash with the same detergent as the exterior of your vehicle. Use glass cleaner
or tar remover if necessary. To avoid scratching the lamps, do not use a dry paper towel,
chemical solvents or abrasive cleaners. Page Maintenance and care Cleaning and maintaining
the safety belts Clean the safety belts with a mild soap solution recommended for cleaning
upholstery or carpets. Do not bleach or dye the belts, because these actions may weaken the
belt webbing. Check the safety belt system periodically to make sure there are no nicks, wear or
cuts. Page Capacities And Specifications No. Engine coolant Page Wagon model Wagon model
Capacities and specifications Page Vehicle Identification Number if so equipped. Page Index
Index Air bag supplemental restraint system Page High beams indicator light Page Index Sliding
moon roof see Moonroof Page Filling Station Information Automatic transmission capacity
Manual transmission capacity Unleaded fuel only - 87 octane Print page 1 Print document
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March edited
February in Ford. I have a green ZX2 with automatic transmission and all of the sudden, the
shifter sticks in Park. I had to pop off that little cap next to the shifter and use a pen to depress
the little lever inside. I have to do this all the time now and it has become a real nuisance. I
hesitate to take it in for something so seemingly simple, cash is really tight right now , so does
anyone know of any simple tricks I can do myself to rectify this problem? March May I gun it
and it doesn't move. I'm broke. The ABS light goes on. I'm spoiled with , mi corolla toyota I gave
my son, expecting it to start having trouble but zip! So I'm stuck with ford. Would bus it but
disabled. Could anything else cause the car not to get in gear? Alright, so I have a 98 zx2 also.
And the bad news isI'm on my third transmission at miles. But mine did the same thing when
my first trans. But I also have alot of play in my throttle cable which is causing some problems
now. I can't tell you much but good luck. My trans was about dollars after labor. June I have a
ZX2, with manual transmission. Today it is in the shop for the 6th time for transmission-related
problems, with only k miles on it. This in spite of an entirely rebuilt transmission going in just
before 80k miles when Ford Motor Co. I'd gone through three clutches, dozens of phone calls,
and many weeks in rental cars before they admitted the tranny was bad. The clutch underwent

some more minor repair right around k miles, but here I am today, with another major bill to
keep this heap of bolts on the road. I've researched the issue and firmly believe from my own
experience and those of other owners that Escorts made between and have defective
transmissions. The vehicles were not properly engineered. Dare I say All owners should have
been offered a voluntary recall with full credit applied toward the purchase of a new vehicle. As
an owner, I cannot recommend strongly enough against the purchase of a Escort due to a high
occurance of transmission problems. September I have a zx2-automatic trans. Almost every
time I start my car and I put it in reverse it jolts into gear and no i'm not on an incline. I got
around this by 1st putting the car in drive, to bring the RPM's down to about , put it in reverse,
and it runs smoothly. But then, sometimes when I am in city traffic stop and go , and I have to
brake hard but then I immediately let off the brake and depress the gas pedal i. Is my car trying
to tell me something? Please help me. October Transmission slips in '99 zx2 with k. Any
experience with changing one of these? I've done rear wheel tranny's before but never a front
wheel drive. Anybody got any advise for me?? December I have a ZX2 with 80K that I have
owned since new. Only since last month have I noticed some odd noises coming from the car.
I'm thinking it just must be the tread from my Michelin Harmony tires, since the noise is still
present, though far less pronounced, at lower speeds. I also notice that when I am driving from
40 mph on up, when I let off the gas the car slows down too fast The car drives fine otherwise,
and I have had no mechanical problems to speak of in the 7 years I have owned it. I have taken
the car into CarX who couldn't figure out what the problem was, though they did note a slightly
out-of-round rim. We swapped rims out and it didn't solve the problem. They also thought it
could be the wheel bearings I took the car to Ford for a more definitive answer. They could find
nothing wrong, other than bad wheel bearings on the driver front-side wheel which is NOT
where all the noise is coming from, and definitely would not cause the massive slow-down in
driving at faster speeds. I hope I'm not looking at a transmission issue? On a automatic trans
you have to press on the brake to release the trans out of park,a sensor that plugs into the
shifter in the trans releases the trans out of park once it detects you have your foot on the
brake, kinda of a safty feature I guess you have a bad sensor. It looks like a little black box
about 1inch by one inch. April Last February I bought a ZX2 from a dealer. In May my car started
skipping so i thought it might be the transmission, so I brought it into the shop and low and
behold I needed a transmission. Was without a car for almost 2 months before they could find a
transmission for my car. A month later the whole process started again. I got my car back, but
was driving it and the lights started to go dim. I would put it on a charge start it up and continue
with this process until I could get it home. My car was taken into a shop where now they say it
was an altinator As it was in the shop again the electrical system blew. Got the car fixed and
that night I picked it up the whole thing blew again, so back in the shop again!!! Now I have had
the car for one whole year and have driven for about a month the whole time. Does anyone have
any ideas to what I need to do with this Lemon :lemon: before I put anymore money into it.
Could everything go bad at once on a car? I bought a escort zx2 new in and 2 weeks ago it
started acting like it didn't want to go and started cutting itself off every time I had to stop that
was really aggravating. Then it wouldn't get over 40mph. I took it to one person and he couldn't
find what was wrong so I took it to ford's and the estimate was I am so disgusted I paid I can't
afford another car but I found this site and saw people talking about trans problems and now I
am terrified iis it worth even trying to fix it Getting close to buying a moped. After my car sits
over night it wants to shake as if its not is enaged all the way. But after a coulpe of stops and
shifts, to and from, First Gear its stops the jerking back and forth. Any and all help is
appreciated. I have a Escort 1. I just took it in to have the trans fluid changed and after I picked
it up I drove home about 4 miles from the shop with no problems. The next day I am going up a
hill and it slips out of gear for about 3 seconds and the engine reves. After 3 seconds it went
back into gear. I have never had problems before and change my trans fluid by the ford
recommendations I went back to the mechanic and he said it was not his fault because he did
everything right. Could he have put to much or not enough fluid in or maybe did not disconnect
and reconnect certain things? I am not a mechanic but if he did not change out the trans filter
would that contribute to the problem also? Has anyone encountered this before? It only slips in
drive not in any other gear. November Well about 1 year ago while on long drives hour or more
the trans. Then I would have to drive the rest of the way only in 4th gear. Has anyone have or
had this problem? What could be causing it? I had a 87 Toyota MR2 and I was having the same
problem. And what was found was the person that fixed the tranny had either left something
loose or didn't realize there was a chip. Long story short, my fifth gear was chipping away and it
was replaced again. JRQC Posts: 3. Dare I be the one to stand up to the reliability of these cars
when maintained properly.. Look - if it was good enough to surpass Ford OEM specs in then
why should you question the durability of the Centerforce clutch? Also, I have used Mobile 1

synthetic since 2k miles and the engine has zero blowby on the rings, the compression on each
cylinder is within 5lbs of original, and the internals are spotless viewed when open oil filler cap.
I change the oil at 15k miles and the filter Mobile 1 part every 5k. Oil stays tan until approx 2. If
you have not done so, run some Seafoam additive through your engine full quart for 1k miles
then change to Mobile 1. Your engine will thank you for it by not breaking down. Hope this
helps. Ratony Posts: 2. February I bought my ZX2 brand new in November of I baby my car and
have kept it well maintained and serviced. I have less than 50, miles on it and was pretty happy
with my car. Turns out I need my transmission rebuilt Took it to Aamco. A quick search on the
internet tells me I am not alone. There is even a group trying to bring a class action suit against
Ford. Seems like the Escort, ZX2 and Focus all have faulty transaxles. Aamco stated it looks like
a defect in the metal Ford used cheep metal that eventually fails far before it should. I own a
Ecort Zx2 and it has been a nightmare. To let you know how bad it has been overall,the car has
only The latest is I can not go out of town because after an hour in 5th gear the transmission
pops out. We had to out a new shift sensor in our 98 ZX2 just last week. It wanted to start off
from a dead stop in 2nd or 3rd and would not idle because of that. I have put a few thousand
dollars into this car besides the 14, Just to keep it running enough to get me to work and back
so if anyone knows who and how to sue them I will follow I am still putting money into this car
because I can't afford to buy another one right now.. Thanks Belinda Bradford p. My Daddy
worked at Ford Motor Co. They need to pay for something and I know he wasn't the only one..
Out of the Sheffield, Alabama plant there was workers and now there is only approx. I am sorry
to hear about your father. Just do a search on "Suing Ford Transmissions" and you will pull up
a number of ongoing cases some involving serious injuries and deaths. I would also strongly
suggest all to file a complaint against Ford at the following web site: Safercar. Can I now be
eligible to file a case under the lemon law? January This car had 40, miles on it when i bought it,
now at , miles, my car has out last every car my husband has bought. The only thing i ever had
done was a transmission flush and a filter change, because it was time for it not because it
needed it. Sadly my car got rear ended , and now im on the hunt for another car, just might be
picking up another one tomarow Sorry you had horrible luck , but this car has saved my skin
many a times, and as bad as the accident was , my husband walked away without a scratch.
Sorry for the delay in responding. To me Ford gets lower than an "F". My Zx2 only has 47, miles.
It has been throwing serpentine belts at a rate of a belt every 7 months. Today I found out why.
The idle tensioner pulley is bad. Still can not go on road trips because of the 2 time repaired 5
speed manual transmission that keeps popping out of 5th gear after 30mins of highway driving.
March edited March Have a Ford ZX2 with 98, miles. When I slow down or stop, it goes back to
normal. And this problem happens intermittently. I took it to be looked at, and the mechanic
could not duplicate the problem. The trans fluid levels are fine, but look a little brown. What
could be going on? I am not going to put thousands of dollars into this car. I just want to make
sure it's safe to drive if they haven't been able to find anything! If i start out in D its just reving
for a few minutes to and wont go anywhere. Reverse is bad too sometimes itll work sometimes
it wont I was hoping it would be ready to be sold the day the new tans went in but not a chance.
Im not sure if the shift sensor next to the linkage or the linkage is messed up thats causing the
shift problems? Any help please trying to get rid of this thing already. My car has been having
issues with 2nd gear lately. I have to let my RPMs fall down to before it will hold. Even then, it
seems as though something is preventing it from going into gear. Brought it into a dealership
and they said I need a new clutch. Wouldn't I be having problems with all other gears if it was
the clutch? I was thinking more along the lines of a synchronizer in the tranny August My car
had a problem with the box that was attached to the battery grounding post, the wires busted
off, and I was told by the mechanic that it's an obsolete part from Ford, so he had to rig one up,
that is what caused my electrical problems, cos that box and wires controls the computer and
electrical system in the car, if you haven't done so already have them check this out. Wow is all
I have to say! I just finally got rid of my automatic ZX2 today and I can not be any happier! I
bought the car in with 42k miles on it and traded it in with 97k miles. First off my 1st tranny went
at about 50k miles and was luckily covered under warranty. My shifter lock also always seemed
to be locked so I always had to stick a screwdriver down there for the past years def a huge
pain! Twice after driving through a small amount a water a belt slipped and the car died About a
month ago the alternator died in the middle of the road and I was stranded in the middle of the
road. Then maybe a week later my 2nd tranny has been doing the exact same thing everyone
else has been describing, def not fun and not a comforting thing to happen when I have about a
1 hour commute each way to work. Traded that piece of crap in today for a new Chevy Sonic
and could not be happier! I didnt even bother to get an estimate and I def dont miss it one bit.
Do yourself a favor and do the same trust me its not worth it to get fixed, the amount of money I
put into that car in the last 2 years just makes me sick. Hey, mine does the same thing. Did you

ever figure it out? IveGotTheSolo81 Posts: 2. My problem wasn't even related to the
transmission!! This took me long to diagnose than anything I have worked on before!!! I hope
this helps!! Sign In or Register to comment. We have include information on how to identify
individual transmissions, application information, model year,and detailed kit and part
availability by transmission type. The Ford transmission that is covered in this section is 5
speed front wheel drive FWD. Different overhaul kits are available depending on the extent of
the overhaul that you plan, the contents of the kits are described as follows:. In addition an
illustrated drawing for the M5XT Mazda unit is provided. In addition to these overhaul kits we
can provide miscellaneous hardparts, don't see what you need just give us a call. Log In
Username. Login Forgot Your Password? Forgot Your Username? New Customer? Create an
Account. My Account Orders list Wishlist Checkout. You may also want to add new bearing
retainer, nuts, extension housing bushing. Syncro rings are not included in these kits. Syncro
rings are included in these kits. It's easy to get the correct parts the first time from drivetrain.
Using the application tables below just locate your vehicle model, model year, number of
cylinders and engine size read across to identify correct overhaul kit part number. Make a note
of the part number and complete our secure easy order from. Model Cyl. Engine Trans. Model
Year Description Overhaul Kit. AAM 9. Ring and Pinion GM: 9. Auto Transmission parts. Hard
Parts Automatic Transmission. Overhaul Kits Automotive and Trucks. Audi Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. Daewoo Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Honda Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. Hyundai Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Isuzu Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. Jaguar Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Lexus Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. Mercedes Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Peugeot Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. Renault Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Porsche Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kits. Saab Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Subaru Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. Volkswagen Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Volvo Automatic
Transmission Overhaul Kit. GM 4L80E illustrated parts drawing. Problem Solving and
Prevention Kits. Automatic Transmissions. Volvo Automatic Transmissions. Heavy Duty Utility
Automatics Transmissions. Buick Automatic Transmissions. Ford Car Automatic
Transmissions. Honda Automatic Transmissions. Eagle Automatic Transmissions. BMW
Automatic Transmissions. Rover Automatic Transmissions. Daihatsu Automatic Transmissions.
Cadillac Automatic Transmissions. Daewoo Automatic Transmissions. Acura Automatic
Transmissions. Toyota Automatic Transmissions. Triumph Automatic Transmissions.
Volkswagen Automatic Transmissions. Subaru Automatic Transmissions. Suzuki Automatic
Transmissions. Saturn Automatic Transmissions. Saab Automatic Transmissions. Infiniti
Automatic Transmissions. Isuzu Automatic Transmissions. Jaguar Automatic Transmissions.
Jeep Automatic Transmissions. KIA Automatic Transmissions. Land Rover Automatic
Transmissions. Lexus Automatic Transmissions. Lincoln Automatic Transmissions. Mazda
Automatic Transmissions. Mercedes Automatic Transmissions. Mercury Automatic
Transmissions. Nissan Automatic Transmissions. Mitsubishi Automatic Transmissions.
Hyundai Automatic Transmissions. Oldsmobile Automatic Transmissions. Peugeot Automatic
Transmissions. Pontiac Automatic Transmissions. Porsche Automatic Transmissions. Renault
Automatic Transmissions. Roll Royce Automatic Transmissions. GM Automatics. Shift Kits
re-program. What Domestic Automatic Transmission do I have? What Import Automatic
Transmission do I have? Reference Guide. What import automatic transmission do I have? Axle
Shafts. Axle Front Wheel Drive. Jeep Front Axle Shafts. Jeep Rear Axle Shafts. Batteries Dry
Cell. Acura Batteries Dry Cell. Clutch and Flywheel. Acura Honda Clutch. AMC Clutch Kits. BMW
Clutch Kits. Buick Clutch Kits. Chevrolet and GMC Truck. Clutch Chrysler Dodge. Dodge Diesel
Clutch Heavy Duty. Clutch Ford Mazda. Ford and Mercury. Ford Truck. Ford Diesel Clutch Heavy
Duty. Clutch Honda. Isuzu Daihatsu Hyundai Clutch Kit. Jeep Clutch Kits. Jeep Clutch Parts.
Mazda and Mitsubishi. Isuzu, Daihatsu and Hyundai. Clutch Mitsubishi Mazda. Nissan and
Infiniti. Nissan Lexus Clutch Kit. Saab, Subaru, Volkswagen and Volvo. Clutch Toyota and
Lexus. Toyota Lexus Clutch Replacments. Clutch Failures and How to Prevent Them!
Automotive Clutch Problems? Find Your Answers Here! Clutch Trouble Diagnosis Guide. Clutch
Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Drags. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Noise. Clutch Trouble
Diagnosis - Clutch Rattles. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Slips. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis Clutch Vibration. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Squeaks. Diesel Clutch. Stock Horsepower.
Hydraulic Assembly. Stock Organic. Locking Hubs Manual Warn. Locking Hubs Standard
Manual Warn. Locking Hubs Manual Warn Premium. Warn Hubs Installation Instructions. Warn
Standard Hubs Manual Locking. Jeep Hubs. Center Bearing Supports. Rear End Differential
Custom and Production. Driveline and Driveshafts Replacements. Drive Shaft replacement
parts. Driveline BMW Replacements. Mercedes Driveline and Driveshafts Replacements.
Driveline and Driveshafts Nissan. Driveshaft Ford F Driveline Subaru Replacements. Driveline

and Driveshafts Replacements Toyota. Pinion Yokes Replacements. Pinion Yokes Driveline and
Driveshafts. Slip Yokes Driveline and Driveshafts. Driveline Driveshaft Troubleshooting.
Driveline Field Troubleshooting. Drive Shafts for Jeeps. Driveshaft KIA. Inifity Driveline. Jaguar
Driveline. Driveshaft Avalanche. Chevrolet Suv. Driveshaft Chevrolet Driveshaft Chevy Colorado
Pickup. Mitsubishi Driveline Replacements. Driveline Lexus. Driveline Mazda Car and Pick Up.
Merku Driveline. Mitsubishi Driveline. Driveline Mercury. Driveshaft J-Series Jeep Truck.
Driveshaft Jeep Commander. Driveshaft Jeep Grand Cherokee. Driveshaft Jeep Grand
Wagoneer. Driveshaft Jeep Liberty. Driveshafts Jeep Wagoneer. Driveshaft Jeep Wrangler.
Driveline Dodge Car. Ford Bronco. Driveshaft Ford Explorer Driveline. Driveline Jaguar.
Driveline Ford Mustang. Driveline Replacement for Honda. Inifiniti Driveline. Jeep Driveline.
Driveshaft Dodge Ramcharger. Driveshaft Dodge Van. Driveshaft Dodge Durango. Driveshaft
Dodge Dakota. Driveshaft Dodge Pickup Driveshaft Dodge Pickup. Ring and Pinion Toyota
4Runner. Heavy Duty Truck Parts. Heavy Duty Center Bearings. Manual Transmission Rebuild
Kits. Manual Transmissions. Rebuilt Manual Transmission Professional Built. Honda Rebuilt
Manual Transmission. Hyundai Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Isuzu Rebuilt Manual
Transmission. International Scout Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Mazda Rebuilt Manual
Transmission. Mitsubishi Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Nissan Manual Transmission Rebuilt.
Suzuki Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Saab Rebuilt Manual Transmission. Toyota Rebuilt Manual
Transmission. Volkswagen Manual Rebuilt Remanufactured. NV Manual Transmission Info.
Manual Transmission Dodge 5 speed to 6 speed conversion. NV Conversion Transmission.
Manual Transmission T56 Conversions. What Ford Manual Transmission is in my vehicle?
Whats a core? Manual Transmission Replacement Parts. Syncro Ring Kits Manual
Transmission. Oil Chart Manual Transmission. Acura Bearing Overhaul Kit. Acura Manual
Transmission illustrated parts drawings. Acura G3T4 Manual Transmission illustrated parts
drawing. Acura K4F6 Manual Transmission illustrated parts drawing. Cadillac Manual
Transmission Rebuild Kits. Borg Warner T5 Overhaul Kit. Muncie M20 Overhaul Kit. Muncie
Overhaul Kit. Borg Warner T10 Overhaul Kit. Borg Warner T56 Overhaul Kit. Corvette S Overhaul
Kit. Muncie 3 speed LD Overhaul Kit. Muncie M21 and M22 Overhaul Kit. General Motors Parts
illustrations Manual Transmission. T5 5 Speed Parts illustration. GM T10 Parts illustration. BW
T56 Parts illustration. Corvette S Parts illustration. HM Parts illustration. Muncie M21 Parts
illustration. Doug Nash Overdrive Parts illustration. Getrag Parts illustration. GM MR8 llustrated
drawing. NP Parts illustration. Saginaw 4 Speed Parts illustration. Muncie SM Parts illustration.
GM T56 Installation Overview. Saginaw 4 Speeds Overhaul Kit. Dodge NP 3 spd. Overhaul Kit
Dodge. NP A 4 sp. FWD Overhaul Kit. Tremec 3 speed Overhaul Kit. Parts Illustrations. Daihatsu
Transmission illustrated parts drawings. Daihatsu CH5 Charade Parts illustration. Diahatsu
Rocky 4wd 5 speed Parts illustration. Dodge Car. Getrag Overhaul Kit Dodge. K Dodge Getrag
Overhaul Kit. NV Overhaul Kit. Chrysler Dodge Manual Transmission illustrated parts drawings.
A Parts illustration. NV Transmission illustrated parts drawings. NP Parts illustration Manual
Transmission. Eagle Summit Talon. Ford Car. Ford 3 Speed Overhaul Kit. Tremec 4 Speed
Overhaul Kit. Ford T45 Overhaul Kit. Ford Parts illustrations. Ford MTX 4 sp Parts illustration.
Ford MTX 75 5 sp Parts illustration. Ford T45 Parts illustration. Ford ZF-S Parts illustrations.
Ford FM Mitsubishi illustrated parts drawings. Toyo Koyo 4 and 5 sp. Parts illustration. Fuller FS
Parts illustration. T18 4 Speed Parts illustration. T19 4 Speed Parts illustration. Clark 5 Speed
Parts illustration. Ford T56 Installation Overview. Ford Courier 4 and 5 Speed Manual. Borg
Warner T98 Overhaul Kit. Borg Warner T87 Overhaul Kit. Borg Warner T19 Overhaul Kit. Ford
M5R1 Overhaul Kit. S Ford 6 speed Manual Transmission Parts. Ford S 6 speed Overhaul Kit.
Toyo Kogyo 4 and 5 sp Overhaul Kit. Geo, MV3 Parts illustration. Manual Parts Honda. Honda
Parts illustrations. Honda A2Q6 Parts illustration. Honda5 and 6 speed Honda Manual
Transmission Parts. Hyundai Parts illustration. Hyundai F5M22 Parts illustration. Hyundai KM
Parts illustration. Manual Transmission parts drawings. Isuzu Car. Isuzu Truck. Isuzu Overhaul
Kit 4 Speed. Isuzu Parts illustration. Isuzu MSG-5F illustrated parts drawings. Jeep
Transmission Illustrations. Borg Warner T90 Overhuaul Kits. Borg Warner T96 Overhaul Kit.
Jeep BA10 Overhaul Kit. Borg Warner T14 Overhaul Kit. Kia Sportage Overhaul Kit. Kia Parts
illustration. KIA Sportage Parts illustration. Land Rover Overhaul Kit. Mazda Car. Mazda Parts
illustration. Mazda illustrated parts drawings. Mazda F Parts illustration. Mazda B Parts
illustration. Mazda M5TX Parts illustration. Mazda Truck. Mercury Capri Manual Transmissions.
Mitsubishi Car. Mitsubishi illustrated parts drawings. Mitsubishi F5M21 parts drawings.
Mitsubishi KM parts illustration. Mitsubishi W5M31 Parts illustration. Mitsubishi Truck. K Nissan
5 speed Overhaul Kit. Nissan Parts illustration. Nissan FS5W71 Parts illustration. Suzuki
Samurai 5 Speed overhaul kits. Suzuki Parts illustration. Toyota Car. Toyota T Series Overhaul
Kit. Toyota "K" Series Overhaul Kit. Toyota Parts illustration Manual Transmission. Toyota C51
Parts illustration. Toyota C59 Parts Illustrations. Toyota E52 and E56 Parts illustration. Toyota

T50 Parts illustration. Toyota W50 Parts illustration. Toyota Z54 Parts illustration. Toyota G52
Parts illustration. Toyota H42 Parts illustration. Toyota J30 Parts illustration. Toyota L52 Parts
illustration. Toyota W56 Parts illustration. Car Toyota Manual Transmission Parts. Toyota Truck.
Toyota "G" Series Overhaul Kit. Toyota Hilux Truck 4 sp Overhaul Kit. Toyota L Series 4sp.
Toyota L Series Overhaul Kit. Toyota R Overhaul Kit. Toyota Series R Overhaul Kit. Toyota W
Series Overhaul Kit. Truck Toyota Manual Transmission Parts. NP Chevy Dodge Ford. Auburn
Positractions LSD. Auburn Electric - Locker Positractions. Eaton Positraction Limited Slip.
Detroit Locker Eaton Limited Slip. TrueTrac Detroit Positraction. Eaton Elocker Positraction.
Grizzly Positraction Limited Slip. Air Locker Positraction Differentials. Dura Grip Positraction
Limited Slip. LockRight Positraction Dodge Chrysler. LockRight Jeep. LockRight Installation
Instructions. No-Slip Cadillac. No-Slip Honda. No-Slip Positraction Exploded View. Positractions
Differential Questions. No-Slip Positraction Users Guide. No-Slip Positraction Installation Guide.
Toyota TRD Inst. Positractions 1. Positractions 2. Positractions 3. Positractions 4. Different
types of differentials, whats the difference? Ring and Pinion Sets. Ring and Pinion Sets 8. Ring
and Pinion Set Chrysler 7. Ring Gear and Pinion Sets Chrysler 8. Dana Dana 35 Rear End Parts.
Dana 35 Differential Part Illustration. Dana 44 Front and Rear End Parts. Ford 7. Ford 8. Ford
Ford 9. Ring and Pinion GM 8. GM Landcruiser Front. Landcruiser Rear. What Chrysler, Dodge
or Jeep rear end ratio do I have? What rear end ratio do I have in my Ford is it posi! What gear
ratio do I have in my GM or Chevrolet. Ring and Pinion Installation Instructions. Ring Gear and
Pinion American Axle 7. GM 4 speed manual transmission. GM 4 speed automatics. Dodge 3
speed Automatic Trans. Dodge 4 Speed Automatic Trans. Dodge 4 Wheel Drive. Dodge
Performance Data. Ford 4wd Pickup Trucks. Ford 4 Speed Automatic Trans. Ford 3 Speed
Automatic Trans. Ford Horsepower and Torque Curves. Motorhome Dodge, GM and Ford.
Overdrive Installation. Overdrive for Racing. Overdrive Common Questions. Suspension and
Steering. Active Suspension. Air Lift Suspension Kits. Manual Steering Gearsbox. Power
Steering Gearsbox. Mounts Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Plymouth. Mounts Mazda, Toyota, Volvo.
Suspension Coil, Leaf and Shock. Coil Springs. Jeep Steering and Suspension Repair Parts.
Transfer Case Replacements and Parts. Lincoln Mercury. Cross Reference Chart. Jeep Transfer
Case Rebuilt. Bearing Kit Ford Transfer Case. Bering Kit Transfer Case Import. Transfer Case
Bearing Kit Jeep. Transfer Case Bearing Kit. Transfer Case Bearing Kits Dodg. Transfer Case
Bearing. Transfer Case Parts. Transfer Case Chains. Transfer Case Gasket Illustrations. Dana
18, 20 and Transfer Case parts NP NP Transfer Case Parts. NP jeep Slip Yoke Eliminator. NV
Transfer Case. Transfer Case Saver. Tow Bar Selection. Excalibar Tow Bar. Towing Products by
Remco. Chevrolet GMC. GEO and Suzuki Tracker. Tow Bar Baseplates. Auto Gear Service of
Reno Sparks. Drive Line Service in Reno Sparks. Dodge Cummins Diesel. Ford Diesel. How to
Saving Gas and Diesel Fuel. Dana Pinion Shim Comparative Table. Simple return and warranty
policy. Core Return Policy. Recommended Vendors and Products. Transfer Case Rebuild Kits
and Parts. Chevrolet and GMC Duramax 6. Transfer Case Bearing Rebuild Kits. Fan Electric
Monster Ford. Jeep Brake Parts. Diesel Exhaust Brakes. Unified Tow Brake Installation
Instructions. Chevrolet Cars. Need help finding the right parts for your vehicle? Get a Quick
Quote. Buy used Ford transmission from our network that offers up to a two-year warranty on
qualified units! We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Ford transmissions for all applications
including gas and diesel engines. Buy your used Ford transmissions from us and save time and
money. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and
transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and
Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used
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engine and used transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give
us a call and we will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be
surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select
Year. Select Engine Size. Search Transmission. Description : Automatic Transmission Ford
Taurus. Fits : Automatic Transmission; 6 Speed , 3. Stock Number : TCL. More Information.
Description : Automatic Transmission Ford Expedition. Description : Automatic Transmission
Ford Transit Fits : Automatic Transmission , 3. Stock Number : TCG. Description : Automatic
Transmission Ford Explorer. Fits : Automatic Transmission; 3. Stock Number : TCI. Stock
Number : TCK. Stock Number : TCM. Description : Automatic Transmission Ford Edge. You will
be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To
find the best quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

